[Clinical observation of warm acupuncture combined with yoga posture method in the treatment of periarthritis with frozen period].
To observe the clinical efficacy of warm acupuncture combined with yoga posture method in the treatment of periarthritis with frozen period. Ninety patients with periarthritis who met the inclusion criteria were randomly divided into a control group 1, a control group 2 and an observation group, 30 cases in each group. Warm acupuncture was applied in the control group 1 (Jianzhen (SI 9), Jianyu (LI 15), Jianliao (TE 14), etc were selected), yoga posture method was applied in the control group 2, warm acupuncture combined with yoga posture method were given in the observation group, the treatment was given once a day, 10 times as a course with 2 days between courses and continuous for 2 courses. After 2 courses of treatment, the shoulder joint pain score and shoulder function grading were used to evaluate the clinical efficacy, and the clinical efficacy was observed. ①The pain scores of the three groups were significantly lower after treatment (all P<0.01), and scores in the observation group was better than that in the control group 1 and the control group 2 (P<0.05, P<0.01). There was no significant difference between the control group 1 and the control group 2 (P>0.05). ②After treatment, the functional classification of shoulder joints were significantly improved in the three groups (all P<0.01), and the functional classification of shoulder joint in the observation group and the control group 2 were better than that in the control group 1 (P<0.01, P<0.05). There was no significant difference between the observation group and the control group 2 (P>0.05). ③After 2 courses of treatment, the effective rate of the observation group was 86.7% (26/30), which was better than 70.0% (21/30) in the control group 1 and 76.7% (23/30) in the control group 2 (both P<0.05). Warm acupuncture combined with yoga posture method can effectively relieve shoulder pain and improve dysfunction. The clinical comprehensive effect is better than simple acupuncture and yoga posture method.